COOPERATION AGREEMENT
The following agreement on settlement for
work is per. today's date between
Name: (TRADESMAN)
Address:
Postcode / City:
Company / Vat Reg No.:
Signature:

Name: XYZ INVEST LTD (TRUSTEDPRO)
Address: 272 Bath Street
Zipcode & City: G2 4JR, Glasgow
Company Reg / VAT No.: SC536197
Signature:

§1. Coverage
District: London
Area: Work Tasks for Private & Business
§ 2. Settlement
Settlement is agreed at 15% commision ex. VAT per completed general tasks
communicated on behalf of TRUSTEDPRO.
Settlement for joint enterprise tasks is agreed to be 8% ex. VAT per completed
joint enterprise task conveyed on behalf of TRUSTEDPRO.
§ 3. Cooperation
The agreement expires on 08/02/2018, for example. 08/02/2019
All correspondence between TRUSTEDPRO and potential customers is recorded
for purposes of training and quality checks. TRUSTEDPRO can in special cases
contact the customer to confirm all information is correct.
The TRADESMAN undertakes to send a copy of all offers to TRUSTEDPRO and
keep them updated regarding tasks.
TRADESMAN commits to payment of agreed commission in §2. Settlement. Of
the invoiced amount for all works performed and tasks communicated by
TRUSTEDPRO.
§4. Acquisition of right to payment.
TRUSTEDPRO acquires entitlement to payment when the employer has
received the order and has not cancelled it without reasonable explanation.
TRUSTEDPRO is entitled to payment of all sales in the area delivered by
TRUSTEDPRO, cf. §1. TRUSTEDPRO is also entitled to payment of orders that
have been made after the expiration of the agreement when the order has
been delivered by TRUSTEDPRO, during the agreement period.
§ 5. Due date
All tasks are settled weekly and are due 8 days after receipt of invoice.
All tasks are settled at 5% of the total invoiced amount, at the customer's
confirmation of the order. The remaining 10% of the total invoiced amount is
to be paid at the end of the customer's payment on the general task.
All multi-entreprise tasks are settled 2% of the total invoiced amount, at the
customer's confirmation of the order, then the remaining 6% of the total
invoiced amount, at the end of payment from the customer on the
multi-entreprise tasks.
§6. Termination
Both parties may terminate the cooperation at any time without notice,
incurring no fees to either party.

